Quantitative nodule detection in low dose chest CT scans: new template modeling and evaluation for CAD system design.
Automatic diagnosis of lung nodules for early detection of lung cancer is the goal of a number of screening studies worldwide. With the improvements in resolution and scanning time of low dose chest CT scanners, nodule detection and identification is continuously improving. In this paper we describe the latest improvements introduced by our group in automatic detection of lung nodules. We introduce a new template for nodule detection using level sets which describes various physical nodules irrespective of shape, size and distribution of gray levels. The template parameters are estimated automatically from the segmented data (after the first two steps of our CAD system for automatic nodule detection) - no a priori learning of the parameters density function is needed. We show quantitatively that this template modeling approach drastically reduces the number of false positives in the nodule detection (the third step of our CAD system for automatic nodule detection), thus improving the overall accuracy of CAD systems. We compare the performance of this approach with other approaches in the literature and with respect to human experts. The impact of the new template model includes: 1) flexibility with respect to nodule topology - thus various nodules can be detected simultaneously by the same technique; 2) automatic parameter estimation of the nodule models using the gray level information of the segmented data; and 3) the ability to provide exhaustive search for all the possible nodules in the scan without excessive processing time - this provides an enhanced accuracy of the CAD system without increase in the overall diagnosis time.